
NomaLine HS 6000>>  
 

Why is it important to keep headspace oxygen (HSO) under contr ol? 

Different studies and bottling audits had revealed that headspace oxygen (HSO) is responsible for 

two-third of the total package oxygen (TPO) during bottling. Oxygen has an impact on chemical and 

sensorial properties of the wine, so it must be managed. 

Why is headspace more difficult to manage when using screw caps?  

Screw-capped bottles have a bigger ullage volume. This ullage volume creates a bigger reservoir of 

oxygen. The cap is an empty cylinder containing air which creates an additional source of oxygen. It is 

quite difficult to evacuate the air under the cap during cap application. 

Does Head Space Oxygen react with wine?  

Yes it does. Oxygen in the headspace will be dissolved in the wine and will react with the compounds 

of the wine and have an impact on chemical and sensorial properties of the wine.  

How does NomaLine HS 6000 work?  

NomaLine HS 6000 flushes nitrogen (or any other inert gas or mix) in both bottle neck and inside of 

the cap allowing adequate inerting of the headspace. The gas flushing system is designed to create a 

vortex which evacuates the air entrapped in the bottle–neck as well as the air under the cap very 

efficiently.  

What sort of inert gas can be used?  

Any type of inert gas or mix can be used. 

What is the minimum inert gas pressure necessary?  

The minimum pressure recommended for the inert gas is 2 bars. 

Are the two different flushing flows independent? 

Yes, bottle neck and cap can be flushed by inert gas via 2 separate and independent circuits. Each 

flow can be adjusted independently to reach for both the neck and the cap the desired inerting level. 

How much inert gas is consumed? 

Only the minimum required gas is consumed. Gas flow stops when the line is stopped. The NomaLine 

HS 6000 technology allows using less gas in a more efficient way. 

Which level of inerting can be reached with NomaLine HS 6000? 

Head Space Oxygen can be decreased down to 2-3% of oxygen. So it is possible to reach level as low 

as 0.5 mg/L of oxygen in the headspace. 



How are inert gas flowrates adjusted?  

Adjustments are made based on measurements taken with our NomaSense O2 analyzer which allows 

to measure oxygen concentration in the headspace. This measurement allows adjustment of flow-

rates and settings based on bottles, caps and bottling line speed. Multiple measurements are taken 

until targeted headspaces oxygen values are achieved. 

Can Nomaline HS 6000 be mounted on existing bottling line s? 

Yes, NomaLine HS6000 can be mounted on existing bottling lines. A preliminary assessment is carried 

out in order to confirm compatibility of the existing line with the Nomaline HS6000. Please contact us 

to evaluate the compatibility with your existing bottling line.  

What is the maximum bottling line speed for the NomaLine HS 6000?  

Nomaline HS 6000 can be applied to bottling lines up to 6000 bottles per hour. 

Is it possible to go beyond 6000 bottles per hour?  

Yes, it may be possible but a preliminary assessment of the existing line needs to be carried out. 

What is the difference between the NomaLine HS6000 and other existing 

systems? 

Systems using liquid nitrogen are more difficult to fine tune and to use (settings are more difficult to 

adapt to production rate). Moreover, liquid nitrogen can create an overpressure in the headspace 

after sealing and generate wine leaks. Systems using continuous flushing gas are less efficient 

(inerting level achieved is 1.5 mg/L in headspace) and consume more gas.  

Is it possible to use any kind of bottle size or screwcap? 

Yes, you can use glass or PET bottles and any type of bottle and screwcap sizes 

Does the NomaLine HS6000 need periodic maintenance?  

No.  

Can the NomaLine HS 6000 induce reduction after bottling? 

No. Our studies have shown that the amount of oxygen at bottling has a marginal role on the 

occurrence of reduction. This is because reduction will occur later during bottle storage, so it is only 

marginally affected by the oxygen at the beginning.  The lack of oxygen ingress from the closure has a 

more prominent role in the occurrence of reduction. 

What is Total Package Oxygen? 

Total package oxygen is the total amount of oxygen present in the packaging after conditioning. It is 

the sum of the oxygen dissolved in the wine and the oxygen present in the headspace, as follows:  

TPO = DO (dissolved oxygen amount) + HSO (headspace oxygen amount) 



DO levels in the bottle can often reflect oxygen pickup during bottling operation, for example during 

bottling system’s filling and filling operations, while HSO values are mostly linked to the performance 

of the inerting devices that are active on a bottling line (e.g. nitrogen sparging, vacuum, etc). 

What is a good TPO to have? 

The best TPO to have is the lowest as possible. For conventional sulfites level in wine, we 

recommend to reach TPO value under 2mg/L. When wine is without sulfites or with low sulfite 

content, TPO value must be lower that 1mg/L.  

Why should I reduce my TPO? 

Very low oxygen in bottle allows increasing the wine shelf life, avoids premature oxidation, preserves 

wine aromas, and helps to decrease the use of sulfites or even to produce wine without sulfites. 

 


